Nomination Introduction

Welcome to the Nomination Form for the NHS Chapter Pillar Awards of Excellence.

We're excited to celebrate your chapter's dedication and achievements. Please review the criteria carefully and reflect on your chapter's work during the 2023-2024 school year before submitting your nomination. Remember, nominations are due by May 31, 2024, and awards will be announced in September 2024.

Criteria:
- Active chapter membership during both nomination and award year
- Complete all sections of nomination form

Deadline: May 31, 2024

To Complete Nomination: Fill in the basics about your chapter, describe your standout achievements, and detail the impact of your key initiatives using our self-reflection rubric.

Meet with your NHS officers and review the NHS Chapter Pillar Award of Excellence Rubric. Reflect on the chapter’s work during the 2023-2024 school year in each of the pillars and do a self-rating in each area of establishing, developing, impacting or transforming.

- If the chapter is “establishing” or “developing” in all pillars, use the rubric to guide the chapter’s growth next year to prepare for nomination of your chapter for an Award of Excellence next school year.
- If there are pillars, where your chapter is “impacting” or “transforming”, you may nominate your chapter for an Award of Excellence in that pillar. Go here to complete your nomination. A chapter can only self-nominate for one award.
- If the self-rating shows your chapter is “impacting” or “transforming” in every pillar, consider nominating the chapter for the NHS Chapter Pillar Overall Award of Excellence.

Prepare responses for the nomination, referring to this pdf of the proposal. The following need to review and sign off the nomination.

- NHS adviser
- 2 NHS student members
- School administrator

Complete Survey Monkey nomination.
**Submit nomination by Friday, May 31, 2024.**

### NHS Chapter Pillar Award Nomination 2024

**NHS Chapter Contact Information**

1. **School Name**
   
   

2. **School Street Address**
   
   

3. **School City**
   
   

4. **School State**
   
   

5. **School Country**
   
   

6. **Chapter Adviser's Name**
   
   

7. **Adviser's Contact Email**
   
   

8. **Adviser's Phone Number**
   
   

9. **Is there a Co-Adviser?**
   
   - [ ] Yes
   - [ ] No
NHS Chapter Contact Information

10. Co-Adviser Name

11. Co-Adviser Email

12. Co-Adviser Phone Number

Membership Confirmation

* 13. Provide your NHS Chapter membership ID.

* 14. Please confirm your current chapter's active membership status for both the nomination year (2023-2024) and the award year (2024-2025).

  ○ Yes, our membership is active and will be renewed for the 2024-2025 school year.
  ○ No, our membership is not active. (Exit nomination until membership is renewed.)
Award Category and Support

* 15. Which Award of Excellence are you nominating your chapter for? (Select one)
   - Scholarship Award of Excellence
   - Leadership Award of Excellence
   - Service Award of Excellence
   - Character Award of Excellence
   - Overall Award of Excellence
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Award Category and Support

* 16. **Chapter Achievement Overview**- In a paragraph, describe what makes your chapter stand out in its commitment to the NHS pillars, including the overarching achievements of your chapter this academic year. Focus on broad outcomes and general successes. (limit 250 words)

* 17. **Key Initiative and Impact**- Provide a supporting paragraph that details a key initiative and its impact on your chapter and community. Focus on the planning, execution, and measurable impacts of this initiative. How does this project embody the NHS pillar you are nominating your chapter for? Please include tangible outcomes and examples of success. (limit 300 words)

* 18. **Defining Story**- What is a defining story from this academic year that encapsulates your chapter's spirit and achievements? Please share this narrative to illustrate your chapter's impact. (limit 250 words)
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Award Category and Support - Overall Award of Excellence

* 19. (for Overall Award of Excellence) Chapter Achievement Description - Using one paragraph for each Pillar, describe what makes your chapter stand out in its commitment to the NHS pillars, this academic year. Focus on broad outcomes and general successes. (limit 600 words)

* 20. (for Overall Award of Excellence) Chapter Achievement Description - Using one paragraph for each Pillar, describe what makes your chapter stand out in its commitment to the NHS pillars, this academic year. Focus on broad outcomes and general successes. (limit 600 words)

* 21. Defining Story - What is a defining story from this academic year that encapsulates your chapter’s spirit and achievements? Please share this narrative to illustrate your chapter’s impact. (limit 250 words)
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Photos and Signatures

Upload Photographs - Upload at least 1, but no more than 3 photographs showcasing your chapter’s activities and achievements. Include a caption or accompanying quote for each photo to provide context.

* 22. Upload Photo A

Choose File  Choose File  No file chosen
* 23. Write a caption or quote for Photo A.

24. Upload Photo B

Choose File  Choose File  No file chosen

25. Write a caption or quote for Photo B.

26. Upload Photo C

Choose File  Choose File  No file chosen

27. Write a caption or quote for Photo C.

Signatures for Nomination Approval

Filling in the following information (Q28 - Q35) acknowledges that each of the following have reviewed and approved this nomination

* 28. NHS Adviser Name as Signature

* 29. NHS Adviser Email

* 30. NHS Student Officer 1 Name as Signature

* 31. NHS Student Officer 1 Email

* 32. NHS Student Officer 2 Name as Signature
* 33. NHS Student Officer 2 Email

* 34. School Principal Name as Signature

* 35. School Principal Email
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**Submission of Nomination**

**Final Confirmation and Submission**

By submitting this form using the "submit" button, you confirm that all information is accurate and that the chapter meets all eligibility criteria for the nominated award. Please verify that all sections are completed before final submission.